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For your requirement of
DENKA CHLOROPRENE

RUBBER
(from Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K. Japan)

GRADES
M-30 / M-40 / S-40V / PS-40A,

PM-40NS, DCR-40A, A-30, A-90,
A-100, A-400, DCR-15H, M-130H

& DCR-25
For sales enquiries contact:

SPARTAN AGENCIES
Indenting agents for

Western Region of India only
Tel.: 022 - 2850 5115 / 5730 / 6512

Fax: 022 - 2852 1013
Email: spartanagencies@gmail.com

I R O D U R

E462 Dark Brown
E730N Water Clear

DELHI CHEMICAL
& RUBBER PRODUCTS

Tel.: 011 - 43573990,
8383936459, 9873388884
E-mail: dcrpnd@gmail.com

TPU for Adhesives
Elastollan Bondura
AS626 - AS632 - AS632B

Zinc Oxide Active AZO945 SA45
AZO805 - AZO808

Synthetic Rubbers Rubber Chemicals

POLYISOCYANATE
HARDENERS

info@irtubes.com www.irtubes.com
Contact: 9689927193, 9850630074
E-mail: info@irtubes.com  www.irtubes.com

Aquaspersions has a range of vulcanizing
agents, activators, anti-oxidants and

accelerators for the rubber industry.

60% Sulphur dispersion  50% Zinc Oxide
dispersion  50% Aquanox-L Super f ine
dispersion  50% ZDEC dispersion  50%
ZDBC dispersion  50% ZMBT dispersion 
70% TiO2 dispersion  50% A 601 Composite
dispersion for gloves  A419 composite
dispersion for nitrile examination gloves

Pune, Maharashtra.

Water based chemical dispersions for latex rubber

100% satisfaction guaranteed with
Aquaspersions Dispersions

UHMW & PTFEUHMW & PTFEUHMW & PTFEUHMW & PTFEUHMW & PTFE
UHMW - PE Anti Squeak Tapes

(Reduce Noise, Dampen Rattles)
Skived PTFE Film - Hose Lining & Cover
UHMW - PE - Weather Strips & Channels

Phone: 91 22 25092756 Extn. 207  Mob: 9082849756  E-mail: sales@berubber.com, himanshu@berubber.com

Importer & Distributor

www.berubber.com

India is expected to be the world’s
third-largest automotive market in
terms of volume by 2026. Rural
demand has emerged as a green
shoot in an otherwise worrisome demand
outlook for the Indian auto industry.
Accordingly, not just accelerating
agricultural growth, the fiscal support
package along with a healthy monsoon
are expected to generate some demand
for automobiles that might avert a total
sales wipeout in 2020-21. Notably, two-
wheelers and tractor demand has seen
some healthy traction.

According to Society of Indian
Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM), the
sector supports employment of more
than 3.7 crore people and contributes
to 15% of GST amounting to ̀ .1,50,000

crore every year. However, the sector
that was already facing an
unprecedented challenge with 18%
degrowth last year, is among the worst
hit sectors by the Covid-19. The auto
industry has already witnessed degrowth
and the likely demand contraction now

can only lead to severe production
cuts, low capacity utilisation, lack
of future investments, and high
risk of bankruptcy and

consequent job losses across the entire
automotive value chain.

SIAM’s director general, Rajesh Menon
said the agricultural sector package
announced by the central government,
under the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ initiative,
coupled with a healthy monsoon, is
likely to benefit the auto sector. Auto
industry is facing both supply and
demand related challenges. The
pandemic will definitely have an impact
on auto demand in 2020-21. This can
be attributed to a drop in disposable
incomes, general sentiment of
uncertainty, plummeting economic
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activities, amongst others. The
key supply-chain related
operational issues faced by
OEMs include continued
restrictions in some locations
where suppliers are based;
availability of trained labour who
have moved back to their hometowns and
villages; delay in clearance of import
consignments due to congestion at
ports; and demurrage charged by sea
ports and container freight stations.

As per an assessment made by SIAM
on the impact of Covid-19 on demand
for vehicles in the current financial year,
the Indian automobile sector could have
a de-growth in the range of (-) 26% to
(-) 45% in various industry segments,
for the year 2020-21. On a positive note,
after zero sales in April due to nationwide
lockdown, the Indian automobile sector
saw some demand returning in the month
of May due to partially opening up of
operations.

Now as Unlock 1.0 eased up lockdown
restrictions, most of the automobile
manufacturers posted an uptick in
wholesale sales in June. Though, in
comparison to June 2019, sales for
almost all auto-makers have declined
drastically, but in comparison to May
2020, there’s a significant increase in
sales figure. Experts believe the
situation will improve in months to
come but there is a major import

dependency in the auto component
industry, leading to high cost.

Auto component industry contributes
2.3% to India’s national GDP and
provides employment to 5 million people.

According to the Automotive
Component Manufacturers
Association of India (ACMA), the
industry witnessed a growth of
14.5% posting a turnover of
`.3,95,902 crore in 2018-19. While
the exports showed a growth of

17.1% scaling to `.1,06,048 crore,
aftermarket grew by 9.6% to `.67,491
crore in 2018-19.

ACMA fears delay in imports clearance
may impact vehicle production as import

SIAM has called upon the Centre to consider fiscal
measures to boost demand, including reduction in
GST, implementation of incentive-based vehicle

scrappage scheme, and initiating a major
procurement programme by state transport

undertakings.
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Trade Date: 14th July 2020
(Prices in `. / kg)India

Month Open High Low Close
July 2020 130.50 130.50 128.00 128.88
August 2020 131.00 132.00 129.52 129.98
September 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 129.04
October 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 129.14
November 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 130.43
December 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 131.73
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consignments from China are being
subjected to 100% manual inspection
resulting in inordinate delays in
clearance. Explaining the complexity of
the automotive value chain and the need
for permitting clearance of imports,
Deepak Jain, president of ACMA said,

the entire automotive value chain in the
country is around US$118 billion of
which import of auto components is
US$4.75 billion, 4% of the total auto
industry turnover. Some of the items
imported from China are critical
components such as parts of engines

and electronics items for which we are
yet to develop domestic competence.
The automotive value chain is a highly
complex, integrated and interdependent
one; non availability of even a single
component can, in fact, lead to stoppage
of the vehicle manufacturing lines.

Post the lockdown, production in the
component industry is gradually picking
up in tandem with growth in vehicles sales,
it is therefore in the best interest of the
industry and the economy that any further
disruptions are best avoided. The auto
component industry in India is committed
to the ‘Atmanirbhar vision’ of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, he said.                    

After two months of poor growth, tyre
sales, except that in original equipment
(OE), rebounded in June and the trend
is expected to continue in July too. The
replacement tyres in all the sectors did
well as production cuts by vehicle
manufacturers and falling income from
job losses and salary cuts hit OE
purchases. Tractor, two-wheeler and
light commercial vehicle (LCV) tyre sales
zoomed in June.

It is the pent-up
demand from April
and May. We
expect robust
demand in the current month too.
Increase in online purchases saw greater
movement of LCVs while people have
become more dependent on two
wheelers for commuting in the absence
of public transport, said Rajiv Budhraja,
director general of Automotive Tyre
Manufacturers’ Association (ATMA).

While several vehicle companies yet to
attain full capacity utilisation, the OE
sales have plunged. Weak demand too
aided the fall. The OE sales are down
by 60 to 70%. As the demand is
beginning to look up car companies have
ramped up production. In the coming

quarters the auto sector is likely to
witness gradual recovery with likely
improvement in economic activities.

The tyre companies currently have
adequate stock of natural rubber
because of the low production at
factories in April and May and may need
to replenish them only as demand picks
up further. Narrowing the difference
between domestic and international

natural rubber
prices and decline
in consumption
may force the tyre
industry to cut

import of rubber. Though the tyre industry
is not facing a raw material problem at
present, the delay in import clearance,
it is feared, may affect the operations in
the coming months.                       

The annual consumption of natural rubber is
likely to decline by 2 lakh tonnes to 9-10 lakh

tonnes, according to market experts.
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Domestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales reboundDomestic tyre sales rebound

Transporters urge govt to
support various sectors
While protesting against the increase in petrol
and diesel prices amid Covid-19 pandemic, the
transporters’ body All India Motor Transport
Congress (AIMTC) said it has made operations
unviable, and demanded substantial reduction
in fuel rates. This is the time to hand-hold various
sectors and not earns revenue.             
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As India considers steps to curtail cheap
and substandard imports from China, it
is set to start with raising basic customs
duties on dozens of products. This would
be followed up with non-tariff measures,
such as standard specifications for
hundreds of items, in the medium term.
Though the move is not patently China-
specific and will apply to imports of the
specified items from any country.

The government is considering a list of
1,173 items worth $11.98 billion in 2018-
19, ranging from auto parts, compressors
for AC and refrigerators to select steel
and aluminium products and electrical
machinery, to zero in on products/ sub-
products on which the import duties can
be hiked. These items are mostly
imported from China and can be
substituted with local production without
much hassles.

Imports of these 1,173 items from China
making up for just 2.3% of India’s total
imports in 2018-19. The idea is not just
to punish China for its latest border
misadventures but also boost local
output and substitute imports, in sync
with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
push for Aatmanirbhar Bharat. 

Even before the Budget for 2020-21
was tabled,  the commerce and
industry ministry had suggested that
customs duties on as many as 300
products, be raised, as part of a
broader crackdown on what  i t
considered ‘non-essential’ imports.
The Budget had announced a hike in
import duties of over a dozen products
by up to 40%. A decision on rest of

the items would be made soon. As for
non-tariff measures, standards for 371
products, with total imports of as
much as $128 billion in 2018-19, are
being firmed up or reviewed urgently.
This, too, was part of the instruction
by commerce and industry minister
to Bureau of Indian Standards in
December 2019 to develop standards
for over 4,500 products.                

$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion worororororth Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese imports under lensts under lensts under lensts under lensts under lens$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion w$12 billion worororororth Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese importh Chinese imports under lensts under lensts under lensts under lensts under lens

India imposes 10% tax on
import of polybutadiene
rubber
India imposed 10% import tax on
polybutadiene rubber sourced from South
Korea in an attempt to support domestic
producers. The 10% duty would be
effective until 28th January 2021, the
government said.

Duty-free imports were earlier allowed form
South Korea under a bilateral agreement.
The move could raise the production cost
of tyre makers, but would help domestic
polybutadiene rubber producer.            
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Mock trading on new
version of software
Multi Commodity Exchange of India
(MCX) launched mock trading on a new
version of software to accommodate
zero and negative prices of commodities
derivatives contracts on its platform. The
new trading software will go online from
20th July, bringing the bourse at par with
global exchanges, as CME Group has
already adopted this standard in April.
The final mock trading will be conducted
on 18th July, and will inform market
participants by a separate
communication before going live with the
new system from 20th July, MCX said in
a statement.

On receiving complaints of Indian
traders, Securities and Exchange Board
of India (SEBI) had asked the bourse to
enable trading systems to accept
negative bid and ask quotes and allow
trade at zero price of not only crude oil
but other commodities as well, the
exchange said.                             

The environmental and economic need
to increase recycling rates is one of the
principal driving forces behind
technological innovation in the 21st
century. Currently, extensive research
activities are underway to develop high
performance recycled material, one such
valuable commodity which is under prime
focus for the last two decades is nothing
other than rubber itself. Waste rubber
products are an important resource that
the global community is focusing on in
order to achieve vital improvements in
sustainability and meet important life
cycle goals. When it comes to
Innovation augmented with the concept
of “Green branding”, this Gujarat based
reclaimed rubber manufacturer,
Gangamani Enterprises has much to offer.
Kathit Kothari, a young entrepreneur has
conducted a research on the re-use of
waste rubber in the form of ultra-high
tensile reclaimed rubber which can be
administered into rubber compounds

thereby achieving substantial reduction
in compounding costs.

Differing from conventional recycled
products, this new product is produced
by first converting waste tyres into 24-
30 mesh sized crumbs and then
devulcanizing it in a controlled manner,
which can be directly injected into virgin
rubber in definite proportions. This not
only emerges as an eco-friendly product,
but also enhances the properties of the
overall compound as compared to its
conventional alternatives.

The concept of ‘Circular Economy’
wherein the waste becomes a resource,
currently emerging as a popular trend in
the manufacturing sector and we believe
this change has been long due for the
rubber industry. And what better way to
embrace it other than making it eco-
friendly and at the same time even more
economical, said Kathit Kothari.      
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India’s fiscal deficit reached ̀ .4.66 lakh
crore, or 58.6%, of the budget estimate
in the first two months of 2020-21 as a
pandemic-led lockdown affected the
government’s revenues. The government’s
fiscal deficit target estimated in the Union
Budget 2020-21 was ̀ .7.96 lakh crore,
or 3.5% of the GDP, but is likely to be
revised due to the coronavirus’ impact
on the Indian economy.

The gap between government’s revenue
and expenditure during the same
period in 2019-20 stood at 52% of the

budget target, according to data on the
website of the Controller General of
Accounts. Revenue receipts stood at

`.44,667 crore or 2.2% of the budget
estimate, compared with the previous
year’s target of 7.3%.                    

RubberRubberRubberRubberRubber44444UUUUU
Even in Covid-19 Pandemic,

reached its readers on time to
provide update about the industry.

https://join.rubber4u.comClick to Join Free

Fiscal deficit reaches 59% of FY21 targetFiscal deficit reaches 59% of FY21 target
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NeML keen to partner with
Rubber Board for online
trading platform
NCDEX eMarkets Ltd (NeML), the multi-
commodity exchange, intends to
participate in the Rubber Board tender
for setting up an e-trading platform for
natural rubber.

The Expression of Interest (EOI) which
has been floated by the Rubber Board
is to select a technology partner. The
auctions will be conducted by the Board
itself. We are participating in the EOI
as a potential technology partner, said
Rajesh Sinha, managing director and
CEO of NeML.

According to Rubber Board officials, the
electronic platform has been
contemplated to complement the
existing system of dealer-processor-
manufacturer based supply chain by
encouraging them to participate in
electronic trading. This is also in line
with the government’s policy to initiate
e-trading for all agricultural commodities.
The e-trade platform is envisaged as a
trade facilitation platform where buyers
and sellers can bid for the required
quantity of rubber.

The growers’ collectives such as Rubber
Producer Societies, Co-operatives, Rubber
Board-sponsored companies, and small
scale rubber dealers will be encouraged
to participate in the platform for better
visibility and price discovery.             

PCBL to set upPCBL to set upPCBL to set upPCBL to set upPCBL to set up
greenfield plantgreenfield plantgreenfield plantgreenfield plantgreenfield plant
near Chennainear Chennainear Chennainear Chennainear Chennai
The RP-Sanjiv Goenka Group’s Phillips
Carbon Black Ltd (PCBL) has finalised
a site near Chennai in Tamil Nadu to set
up its `.600 crore greenfield plant. The
company has also commissioned its
second research and development
(R&D) centre in Belgium in June amid
the coronavirus pandemic.

The company had been discussing with
the state governments of Tamil Nadu,
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana for
setting up the plant. Though there had
been some delay due to the lockdown,
all expansion projects are on track. The
project awaits a few final approvals, and
the construction is expected to begin in
the second half of the current fiscal, the
company sources said.

PCBL is aggressively working to ramp
up speciality and value-added carbon in
the next three years. We are aiming at
taking up speciality and value-added
carbon production to at least 40% of our
total production in the next three years.
Currently, speciality and value added
carbon are about 20% of the total
production of the company. In value term
it will be more than 50% of our turnover,
said PCBL sources.

PCBL remains optimistic about the
demand growth and had already invested
`.300 crore for brownfield expansions in
its Mundra and Palej plants in Gujarat.
The expansion at Mundra facility has
already been completed, while the same
at Palej is nearing completion. Apart
from the two, the company has
manufacturing facilities at Kochi in
Kerala and Durgapur in West Bengal.
At present, the combined capacity is
5.71 lakh tonne. The greenfield plant will
have a 1.5 lakh tonne additional capacity
in both rubber and specialised carbon
black products, the sources said.     

P Vijayaraghavan (72), who served as a Director TVS Srichakra Ltd. (TVS
Tyres), passed away on 7th July night due to a massive cardiac arrest.
Vijayaraghavan served the TVS Group companies for five decades. He played
a pre-eminent role in the growth of TVS Srichakra right from its founding, where
he continued to be actively involved till his passing, as a Director on the Board.

Vijayaraghavan, a post-graduate in Chemistry and post graduate in rubber
technology from IIT, Kharagpur, had more than four decades of experience in the rubber industry. He
has travelled extensively to more than 60 Countries in building the exports of TVS Srichakra.        

GST collection hitsGST collection hitsGST collection hitsGST collection hitsGST collection hits
`̀̀̀̀.90,917 cr in June.90,917 cr in June.90,917 cr in June.90,917 cr in June.90,917 cr in June
As, the goods and services tax,
completes 3 years of the roll-out, the
GST revenue collection for June 2020
came in at about ̀ .90,917 crore. Of this,
CGST is `.18,980 crore, SGST is
`.23,970 crore, IGST is `.40,302 crore
(including `.15,709 crore collected on
import of goods) and Cess is `.7,665
crore (including ̀ .607 crore collected on
import of goods), said the government
press release.

For the first quarter, GST collections
recorded between 1st April – 30th June
(10 am) stood at ̀ .1,85,220 crore, June
collections were ̀ .90,917 crore, for May
GST  collections were `.62,009 crore
and for April, they were ̀ .32,294 crore.

The revenues during the financial year
have been impacted due to Covid-19,
firstly due to the economic impact of the
pandemic and secondly due to the
relaxations are given by the Government
in the filing of returns and payment of
taxes due to the pandemic, the
government said.

However, figures for the past three months
show recovery in GST revenues. The GST
collections for the first quarter of the year
is 59% of the revenue collected during
the same quarter last year.             

TVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no moreTVS Tyres’ Vijayaraghavan is no more
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Company Name
20 MICRONS
AKZOINDIA
APCOTEX INDS.
APOLLO TYRES
AVT NATURAL
BALKRISHNA INDS.
BASF INDIA
BATA INDIA
BIRLA TYRES
CEAT LTD.
DOLFIN RUBBERS
EASTERN TREADS
ELGI EQUIPEMENTS
GOODYEAR (I)
GOVIND RUBBER
GRP LTD.
GULF PETRO
HARRISON MALAYAL
HIMADRI CHEMICAL
INDAG RUBBER
JK TYRE INDS.
KESORAM INDS.
KHADIM INDIA
M.M. RUBBER
MAHALAXMI RUBTECH
MODI RUBBER
MRF LTD.
NOCIL LTD.
ORIENTAL CARBON
PHILIP CARBON
PIX TRANSMISSION
PTL LTD.
RELAXO FOOTWARE
RELIANCE INDS.
RISHIROOP RUBBER
RUBFILA INTERNAT.
SOMI CONVEYOR
TINNA RUBBER
TTK HEALTHCARE
TVS SRICHAKR
VAMSHI RUBBER LTD.
YASHO INDUSTRIES

Stock Market 4 You

01.07.20 07.07.20 14.07.20
32.70 32.20 31.90
1807.35 1864.75 1852.80
135.45 130.50 125.05
109.80 117.35 110.40
37.75 38.60 38.30
1269.00 1307.05 1251.60
1181.10 1255.50 1342.05
1284.80 1316.60 1281.80
52.75 47.50 36.90
907.05 919.80 878.00
47.25 NA NA
23.60 21.80 21.35
143.10 156.80 154.00
763.05 809.50 797.60
3.26 3.50 3.85
NA 650.00 620.00
43.85 48.85 45.70
72.95 75.70 80.10
47.35 50.80 50.90
65.10 67.05 65.25
64.55 69.45 65.00
33.75 37.45 33.65
113.95 126.35 115.05
38.55 NA NA
33.00 30.40 31.05
33.05 NA NA
65826.85 66824.05 64372.75
86.55 97.70 104.00
745.65 816.95 757.20
89.20 112.20 105.20
120.95 122.70 119.20
33.80 34.45 38.75
628.60 650.35 620.50
1737.90 1823.95 1916.65
29.10 28.00 27.00
34.40 35.60 36.35
17.15 17.50 17.95
18.25 NA 21.50
438.00 458.65 429.90
1385.55 1412.40 1410.95
16.45 NA NA
121.00 NA NA
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Equit y on Bombay Stock Exchange

Rubber & Rubber related
Companies

THE RUBBER AND CHEMICAL
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
rcma.india@gmail.com    www.rcma.org.in
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Aditya Birla Group, Birla Carbon announced organisational
changes to drive closer connection to its customers, focus
on market driven innovation and leverage its global
capabilities. The company will transition to a global functional
organisation from one which previously operated in five global
geographic regions having responsibility for all business
operations, a statement said.
 
Commenting on the organisational changes, Dr Santrupt B
Misra, Chief Executive Officer, Birla Carbon, said Birla Carbon
business has always been keenly focused on our customers
and we believe that these changes will allow us to bring a
greater focus to those relationships in a way that will lead to
even greater innovation and partnership.
 
Birla Carbon’s footprint extends across 12 countries with 16
manufacturing facilities and two state-of-the-art technology
centres in Marietta (USA) and Taloja (India), providing
industry-leading innovation.                                          
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Currency INR/1Unit INR/1Unit

Chinese (Yuan) 10.63 10.69
Europe (Euro) 84.45 84.92
Indonesian (Rupiah) 0.0052 0.0051
Japanese (Yen) 0.69 0.69
Malaysian (Ringgit) 17.54 17.56
Singapore (Dollar) 53.92 53.91
Sri Lanka (Rupee) 0.40 0.39
Taiwan (Dollar) 2.55 2.54
Thailand (Baht) 2.43 2.38
US (Dollar) 75.22 74.90
Vietnam (Dong) 0.0032 0.0032

On 1st Jul On 14th Jul

CURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETECURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETE

Visit: www.rubber4u.com /Statistic/Notices/Currency Conversion
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According to Association of
Natural Rubber Producing
Countries, the key factor behind
the abnormal fall in the prices of
natural rubber since mid-January
is the huge drop in the world
demand caused by Covid-19
pandemic. The world consumption
of natural rubber dropped by 15.7%
during first half of 2020 as per the revised
estimates. In China, the country
accounting 40% of the world demand,
the consumption fell by 20.1% during first
half of 2020.

It is relieving to observe that the worst is
almost over as far as the world
consumption of natural rubber is
concerned. The world consumption is
now set to enter positive territory by
increasing 1.4%, year-on-year, during
Q3 2020 (July-September). The

consumption in China, in particular, is
expected to increase by 0.8%, year-on-
year, during the same quarter.

Natural rubber market has almost come
out of the concerns over the abnormal

fall in the demand. On the supply
side, Covid-19 has removed nearly
one million tonnes of potential
supply of natural rubber from the
world market. Market sentiment is
also expected to be triggered by a
set of other favourable economic
developments which includes the

impressive performance of China’s
manufacturing in June, measured in
terms of the Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI), and the U-turn taken by China’s
auto sales by rising 14.5% in May after
a 4.4% rise in April and 43.0% fall in
March. Trends in crude oil market also
stay favourable to natural rubber.

While conditions have finally turned
favourable for natural rubber market to
gain strength and return to the level it
ruled during first half of January, it is
important to account the associated

Conditions have
finally turned

favourable

Conditions have
finally turned

favourable

Conditions have
finally turned

favourable
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risks as well. The concern over the
possibility of Covid-19 taking a second
wave, delay in implementing effective
stimulus policies by governments, and

increasing geopolitical conflicts can
hinder the above favourable factors from
getting translated into positive market
sentiment.

International Monitory Fund has further
scaled down the global economic
outlook for 2020, to -4.9% growth from -
3.0% projected in April.                    

The border dispute between India and
China presents an opportunity for
Malaysia to boost exports to India as
the South Asian country plans to impose
strict rules and tariffs on Chinese goods,
said MIDF Amanah Investment Bank
Bhd Research (MIDF Research). This is
on top of the global disruption of raw
material supplies from China as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic, prompting key
importing countries including India to
consider import substitution or
diversification.

This is a good opportunity for Malaysia
to tap on. Based on the general list of

Chinese products targeted for tariffs by
India, some of them are already being
supplied by Malaysia. More trade
negotiations or deals with India should
be initiated to increase existing supply
or a new one, the research house said
in its thematic report.

Malaysia is nowhere on the top 10 import
source for India and just accounted for
2.1% of the total imports in 2019-2020.
In comparison, Indonesia and Singapore
managed to be on the top 10 with a share
of 3.2% and 3.1% respectively. With a
huge population, India is one the biggest
markets targeted by global businesses

as the prospects for demands are bright,
the research firm said.

The Department of Statistics Malaysia
(DoSM) announced that the country’s IPI
rose 18.2% m-o-m in May 2020 as the
government has allowed more industries
to resume operations, attributable to the
increase in all indices, namely
Manufacturing (25.9%), Electricity (13.7%)
and Mining (0.4%). However, on a y-o-y
basis, DoSM said the IPI fell 22.1% during
the month compared with May 2019 due
to the significant decline in all indices,
namely Manufacturing (-23.2%), Mining (-
22.2%) and Electricity (-10.3%).        

OpporOpporOpporOpporOpportunity ftunity ftunity ftunity ftunity for Malaor Malaor Malaor Malaor MalaysiaysiaysiaysiaysiaOpporOpporOpporOpporOpportunity ftunity ftunity ftunity ftunity for Malaor Malaor Malaor Malaor Malaysiaysiaysiaysiaysia

The income guarantee scheme for rubber
farmers will continue as the industry is likely
to remain sluggish due to economic impacts
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, said Jurin
Laksanawisit, Thailand Commerce Minister.
The income guarantee scheme helps farmers
when the economy slumps and prices fall.

While speaking during a visit to Tambon Laem

Som, in Trang’s Palian district, the commerce
minister said the government is committed
to honouring the income guarantee for
farmers producing rubber as well as four
other crops — rice, tapioca, palm oil and
corn. National Rubber Policy Committee
recent ly resolved to cont inue with the
income guarantee and would submit the
matter to the cabinet for approval soon.

The panel also agreed to provide soft
loans to operators in the rubber industry.

According to commerce minister, rubber
prices are currently low due to several
factors including an increase in global
supp l y,  a  d rop  i n  demand  f r om the
automotive industry and low synthetic rubber
rates cause by falling oil prices.              

Income guarantee scheme will continueIncome guarantee scheme will continue
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Thailand’s natural rubber industry is
likely to remain depressed this year
despite a sharp rise in demand for
protective rubber gloves driven by the
Covid-19 pandemic. Global economic
recession and overall tepid business
sentiment have wrecked auto demand.

Luckchai Kittipol, Honorary President of
Thai Rubber Association said world’s
overall automotive demand plunged,
particularly during the lockdown
measures. The virus crisis has prompted
many automotive factories, notably in
the US and Europe, to shut down or
reduce their production, resulting in
lower tyre demand.

Thailand producing 4.8 million tonnes of
natural rubber last year, with exports
accounting for up to 3.97 million tonnes.
The country ranks fourth for exports of
rubber products and processed rubber,

trailing China, Germany and US. Such
exports totaled US$11.2 billion last year,
up 2%. Key markets include the US, China,
Japan, ASEAN and Australia, with auto
tyres accounting for 51% of the shipments,
followed by synthetic rubber and rubber
gloves at 19% and 11%, respectively.

Thailand’s natural rubber production is
estimated to stay at 4.7 million tonnes

this year, with exports accounting for
about 3.8-3.9 million tonnes, according
to Luckchai.

Thailand Commerce Ministry reported
global demand for protective gloves is
soaring in light of the covid-19 pandemic,
driving Thailand’s rubber glove exports
to surge 16% y-o-y in the first four
months of 2020 to US$449 million.   

Rubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlookRubber industry faces gloomy outlook

Energy Analyst sees
oil prices soaring
Recovery in oil demand and the less-
than-feared demand destruction earlier
this year will support oil prices next year
when producers will be playing catch
up with demand, and Brent oil prices
could rise to $66 a barrel in 2021 and
$83 a barrel in 2023, according to
Energy Aspects.  

While Deloitte sees Brent Crude prices
averaging $39 a barrel in 2020, but rising
to average $46.50 next year and $64 per
barrel in 2023.

In a presentation at a virtual energy
conference, Amrita Sen, co-founder,
Director of Research, and Chief Oil
Analyst at Energy Aspects, said Energy
Aspects itself had expected a drop of
28 million barrels per day, while the
actual maximum demand loss was 18
million barrels per day.                    
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Vietnam reports fall
in rubber exports
Vietnam exported 110,000 tonnes of
rubber abroad with a value of $130
million, marking an increase of 46.9%
in volume and 44.5% in value from the
previous month, despite representing
a drop of 9.8% in volume and 25% in
value from June 2019.

According to figures released by the
General Department of Vietnam
Customs, rubber exports during the
course of the f ive-month period
plummeted in comparison to last
year ’s  corresponding per iod.
Simultaneously, the price of domestic
rubber latex in June remained at a low
level and is predicted to continue
experiencing a downward trend. This
comes after the Association of Natural
Rubber Producing Countries stated
that global demand for natural rubber
is anticipated to undergo a downward
trajectory during the remainder of the
year, with expected consumption of
rubber volume predicted to reach
12.84 million tonnes due to Covid-19
causing disruption in the rubber
supply chain.

Although the second quarter of the
year typically marks the start of the
rubber harvest season in Southeast
Asian countries, the demand for
natural rubber from major consumers
such as China, United States and EU
remains low. In addition, plunges in oil
prices are forecast to exert pressure
onto the prices of natural rubber.     

SBR demand may rise
Demand for  s tyrene butadiene rubber
(SBR) is expected to pick up in southeast
Asia as economies in this region reopen,
amid tightened supply and rising feedstock
costs. Rising costs pressure from styrene
m o n o m e r  ( S M )  w a s  a l s o  c i t e d  a s  a
contributing factor for the price hike. SM
prices rose by about 15% since late April.

Production cutbacks at several SBR plants
in Asia in recent months have tightened
supply, while demand is starting to pick up,
p r o m p t i n g  f i r m e r  o f f e r s  f r o m  s o m e
suppliers. Market sentiment has been lifted
by the latest positive data on the expansion
of factory activit ies in China.              

The top four Malaysian rubber glove
makers are expected to increase their
capacity by 16% in 2020, according to
Hong Leong Investment Bank (HLIB)
Research. The price of natural rubber is
expected to range between RM4 and
RM5 a kg for the rest of 2020. With no
supply disruption, latex demand from the
automotive industry is assumed to
remain low.

In a note on the rubber sector, the
research house HLIB forecast an
additional 26 billion pieces versus 19
billion in 2019. However, in view of the
rapid increasing demand currently, we
do not rule out the possibility of a hastier
capacity expansion as an attempt to
fulfill the increasing demand as well to
remain competitive.

China’s glove makers are aggressive with
their expansion plans (about an
additional 100 billion pieces by 2023);
however, we feel it will not affect Malaysian
glove makers in the near future, with only
about 35 billion pieces by 2021 and
stronger confidence in Malaysian glove
production quality. The research house
added that it remained bullish on gloves
for the second half of 2020 given the
increasing demand for rubber gloves and
that average selling prices (ASPs) are
expected to continue rising until first half
of 2021. It noted that rubber glove ASPs
had increased in tandem with higher
utilisation rates. Since the beginning of
the outbreak, ASPs have increased by
about 10%. Furthermore, utilisation rates
have increased to above 95% from 85%
pre-Covid-19.                                   
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Sri Lankan SMEs
initiate call for JVs
Sri Lankan SMEs called their Indian counterparts
for sustainable cross-border Joint Ventures. The
invitation, issued via the online global leadership
platform ‘Indo Sri Lanka International Trade,
Investment, Technology Transfer Cooperation’
on 9th July conducted by Confederation of
Indian Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises,
called Indian SME investors to partner in six
frontline segments in Sri Lankan on Joint
Venture - metal, food processing, coconuts,
tea and rubber and plastic.

In 2019, bilateral trade between India and
Sri Lanka totaled to US$ 4.59 billion.      
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Cambodia exported 97,175 tonnes of
natural rubber during January to May
2020, a surge of 17% compared to the
same period of 2019, according to
Khuong Phalla, director of the General
Directorate of Rubber’s Department of
Administration and Legislation under
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries.

Cambodia exported 282,071 tonnes of
rubber last year, up 30% from 217,501
tonnes in 2018, according to ministry
data. The exports were valued at $377
million last year, up 32% from $286
million in 2018.

Phalla said the average per-tonne value
of the exports during the first five months
of this year was $1,314, but just $1,193
in May, which he said was up $5 or
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0.42% from $1,188 in April. We have not
yet seen a significant change in demand
for natural rubber due to the Covid-19
disease, rubber prices are not yet
showing signs of a revival. China remains
a major market for the Kingdom’s rubber.

A total of 250,107 hectares have been
harvested, out of the 406,142 hectares
of natural rubber trees planted in the
Kingdom.                                     

Continental
introduces new
drive-axle truck
tyre
Continental, manufacturer of premium
tyres had announced the launch of a
truck tyre - Conti Scandinavia Extreme
HD3, is a drive-axle tyre which has
been developed for goods but also
people (coach) transportation in
regions with cold and severe winter
conditions.

The Conti Scandinavia Extreme HD3
can handle oversized load conditions
and high torque and is particularly
recommended for trucks with only
one drive axle which have challenges
to get traction. The tyre is meant to
be used mainly in Norway, Sweden
and Finland where the temperature
drops up to -50 degree Celsius and
where trucks have to operate in
extreme snow and ice conditions
making the driving very though.

The Conti Scandinavia tyre has been
developed as the answer for vehicles
operating on varying road conditions
to offer the best level of winter traction
without compromising mileage and
durability performance. The first tyre
size available now is 295/80 R 22.5
while the sizes 315/80 R 22.5 and
315/70 R 22.5 are going to follow by
the middle of next year, according to
Continental.                                 

Continental
introduces new
drive-axle truck
tyre
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The global fluoroelastomers market size
is projected to grow from $1.6 billion in

2020 to $1.8 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of
2.5% between 2020 and 2025. The

demand for fluoroelastomers can be
attributed to its growing use in various
end-use industries due to their superior
properties & stringent emission norms,

according to Markets and Markets.
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The global market for Green Tyres
estimated at US$74.6 billion in 2020, is
projected to reach a revised size of
US$139.2 billion by 2027, growing at a
CAGR of 9.3%, according to
researchandmarkets.com.

The passenger car is projected to grow
at a 9.8% CAGR to reach US$102.9
billion by the end of the analysis period.
After an early analysis of the business
implications of the pandemic and its
induced economic crisis, growth in the
commercial vehicles segment is
readjusted to a revised 8.1% CAGR for
the next 7 year period. This segment
currently accounts for a 28.3% share of
the global Green Tyres market.

The U.S. accounts for over 29.6% of
global market size in 2020, while China
is forecast to grow at 8.7% CAGR
during 2020-2027. The Green Tyres
market in the U.S. is estimated at
US$22.1 billion in the year 2020. The
country currently accounts for a
29.64% share in the global market.
China is forecast to reach an estimated
market size of US$24.1 billion in the

year 2027 trailing a CAGR of 8.7%
through 2027. Among the other
noteworthy geographic markets are
Japan and Canada, each forecast to
grow at 8.7% and 7.6% respectively
over the 2020-2027 period. Within
Europe, Germany is forecast to grow
at approximately 7.5% CAGR while
rest of European market will reach
US$24.1 billion by the year 2027.  

GrGrGrGrGreen tyreen tyreen tyreen tyreen tyres mares mares mares mares markkkkket to ret to ret to ret to ret to reaceaceaceaceach $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionGrGrGrGrGreen tyreen tyreen tyreen tyreen tyres mares mares mares mares markkkkket to ret to ret to ret to ret to reaceaceaceaceach $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billionh $139.2 billion

GRI unveilsGRI unveilsGRI unveilsGRI unveilsGRI unveils
rrrrrubububububberberberberber
collectioncollectioncollectioncollectioncollection
centercentercentercentercenter
As part of its GreenX Circle initiative,
industrial tyre manufacturer Global
Rubber Industries Pvt. Ltd. (GRI) has
opened a new natural rubber collection
center in the Monaragala District of Sri
Lanka, to support local rubber tree
planters. The company said this will
enable rural farmers to earn fair value for
their natural rubber product.

This is a concept that GRI has created
and launched at Agritechnica as the
GreenX Circle connecting rubber farmers
from our motherland with farmers across
the world, said Dr Mahesha Ranasoma,
CEO of GRI.

The center also will be used as the
meeting point for the rubber farmers
belonging to the GreenX Circle to run
regular forums on related topics as well
as training programs.                     
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Rubber 2020 2019

Production

Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 473650 414570
Solid Block Rubber 110255 109235
Latex Concentrates (drc) 73275 72520
Others 22820 21675
Total 680000 618000

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene 230552 231176
Poly Butadiene (BR) 118557 111020
Others 16161 4412
Total 365270 346608
Total NR & SR 1045270 964608

Consumption*
Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 468290 473110
Solid Block Rubber 494440 532090
Latex Concentrates (drc) 71110 81880
Others 24280 24860
Total 1058120 1111940

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene 336165 325805
Poly Butadiene (BR) 173085 180350
Others 98860 123670
Total 608110 629825

Total NR & SR 1666230 1741765
*: indigenous and imported

Reclaimed Rubber (RR)
Production @ 128600 130905
Consumption 128215 129555
Stock with Manufacturers 13690 13215
(End of February)
@: indigenous purchase by manufacturers

Import / Export
Import (p)
Natural Rubber 432130 545160
Synthetic Rubber 294078 303798
Total NR & SR 726208 848958

Export (p)
Natural Rubber 11455 3946
p:provisional

(Metric Tonnes)

(Source: Rubber Board)

RUBBER POSITIONRUBBER POSITION
During April - February

I  N  D  I  a  N

(In Lakh `.)

Export & Import of Rubber & Articles
thereof Under Chapter 40

(Source: Dept of Commerce)

HS Code Commodity Export Import
4001 NATURAL RUBBER BALATA GUTTAPERCHA

ETC & SMLR NATURAL GUMS IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLTS SHTS/STRP 15,444.03 492,661.56

 4002 SYNTHETIC RUBBER & FACTICE DERIVED FORM
OILS, IN PRIMARY FORMS OR IN PLATES,
SHEETS OR STRIP; MIXTURES OF ANY PRO  75,895.07 607,874.90

 4003 RECLAIMED RUBBER IN PRIMARY FORMS
OR IN PLATES, SHEETS OR STRIP  56,448.71 890.32

 4004 WASTE, PARINGS AND SCRAP OF RUBBER
(OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER) & POWDERS &
GRANULES OBTAINED THEREFROM 1,399.47 25,553.43

4005 COMPDED RUBBER UNVULCNSD IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLATES SHEETS/STRIP 17,262.94 125,928.21

4006 OTHER FORMS (FOR EXAMPLE, RODS, TUBES
& PROFILE SHAPES) & ARTICLES (FOR
EXAMPLE, DISCS & RINGS), OF
UNVULCANISED RUBBER 2,693.18 1,459.58

4007 VULCANISED RUBBER THREAD & CORD 4,942.79 5,697.72
4008 PLATS,SHTS,STRP,RODS & PROFILE SHAPES

OF VULCNSD RUBBER OTHR THN HARD RUBBER 72,857.86 23,239.98
4009 TUBES, PIPES AND HOSES, OF VULCANISED

RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER, WITH
OR WITHOUT THEIR FITTINGS (FOR EXAMPLE,  112,378.79 100,619.90

4010 CNVYR TRNSMSSN BLTS/BLTNG
OF VULCNSD RUBBER 99,247.32 64,034.68

4011 NEW PNEUMATIC TYRES, OF RUBBER  1283,998.63 261,223.63
4012 RETREADED OR USED PNEUMATIC TYRES OF

RUBBER, SOLID OR CUSHION TYRES,
TYRE TREADS & TYRE FLAPS, OF RUBBER  37,028.19 8,779.91

4013 INNER TUBES, OF RUBBER  57,010.40 3,294.20
4014 HYGNC/PHRMCTL ARTCLS (INCL TEATS) OF

VALCNSD RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER
WTH/WITHOUT FITTINGS OF HARD RUBBER 48,431.12 13,578.33

4015 ARTCL OF APARL AND CLOTHING
ACCESSORIES (INCL. GLOVES, MITTENS
& MITTS) FOR ALL PURPOSE OF
VULCANISED RUBBER NOT HARD  35,867.98 82,596.53

4016 OTHER ARTICLES OF VULCANISED
RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER 317,164.41 388,688.44

4017 HARD RUBBER (FOR EXAMPLE, EBONITE)
IN ALL FORMS, INCLUDING WASTE & SCRAP;
ARTICLES OF HARD RUBBER  1,683.94 2,298.39

Total 22,39,754.82 2,208,419.68

During April-March 2020*

* Provisional
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(Prices in yen / kilogram)

Day Session (08:45 - 15:15)  As of 14th July 2020 16:03 JST

Trade Date: 14th July 2020

SCHEDULE

Exhibition

Conference

Month Last Setl. Price Open High Low Close Change Volume Settlement
July 2020 144.8 145.2 146.3 145.1 145.8 +1.0 55 145.8
August 2020 145.4 146.2 146.3 145.6 146.0 +0.6 29 146.0
September 2020 148.2 148.4 148.7 147.8 147.8 -0.4 60 147.8
October 2020 152.4 152.9 153.0 151.5 151.6 -0.8 145 151.6
November 2020 155.0 156.1 156.1 154.4 154.5 -0.5 461 154.5
December 2020 156.8 156.4 157.3 155.5 156.3 -0.5 871 156.3

China International Tire & Wheel Fair
23 - 25 July 2020
At Qingdao International Convention
Center, PR China.

Tyrexpo Africa
4 - 6 August 2020
At Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

China International Tire Expo
16 - 18 August 2021
At Shanghai, China.

Asia Pacific Tyre & Retread Exhbn.
20 - 22 August 2020
At Putra WTC, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

IIBT 2020
26 - 28 August 2020
At JIExpo Kemayoran,
Jakarta, Indonesia.

RubberTech China
16 - 18 September 2020
At Shanghai New International Expo
Centre, Shanghai, China.

International Rubber Products Expo
16 - 18 September 2020
At Shanghai New International Expo
Centre, Shanghai, China.

Tyre, Battery & Lubricant Expo
28 - 30 September, 2020
At Landmark Exhibition Centre,
Lagos, Nigeria.

Africa Rubber Expo 2020
28 - 29 October 2020
At Lagos, Nigeria.

Carbon Black World
10 - 12 November 2020
At Charlotte, North Carolina, USA.

perfectdesign.95@gmail.com
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ExpoSureExpoSure

Survival of the
fittest

O n e  G o a l  T o  R e a c h

Improve your
Health & Stay

Fit & Fine.
With your query write to:

onegoaltoreach@gmail.com

Keep Alive your

by promoting through

at the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rate

Just a click away

P R O D U C T S

Rubber4U
Latest update at  the earliest  time

promotyourself@gmail.com
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